
By Staff 
 From executive producer Jessica Biel, Cruel Summer, in its most 
rudimentary form is a story told over the course of three summers in the 
90s, about a girl that goes missing and another that mysteriously takes over 
her life. Sounds like anything but simple, right?  
 If you have watched Jessica Biel’s performance in the first season 
of The Sinner (streaming on Netflix) you will see a clear connection with 
this story line. Both thrillers, just for different demographics, as Cruel 
Summer opens its world to teens and adults alike. 
 Even though the story telling jumps for back and forth from       
character to character and from year to year, it is surprisingly easy to not 
only grasp, but to make predictions as to what will come next.  
 Having premiered on Freeform to the tune of an 87% on Rotten          
Tomatoes, Cruel Summer looks to      
appeal to fan bases of both Pretty Little 
Liars and HBO Max’ Big Little Lies. 
 But that is not why this article is 
being written. The real reason Cruel 
Summer deserves to be championed, is 
for its historically accurate dip into 90s 
indie-alt-rock as its soundtrack. While in 
its early episodes the show has relied    
heavily on covers of The Cranberries 
massive 90s radio hit “Zombie” and 
Garbage’s “Stupid Girl,” it has also     
taken lesser-known risks with riffage 
from a pretty famous grunge-punk band 
from the Pacific Northwest that usually 
do not have their music heard in film, as well as riot grrrl punks Bikini 
Kill. But perhaps the biggest risk, is the inclusion of twee-pop band Tiger 
Trap. 

 Tiger Trap was a band 
that lasted for less than a year. 
Formed in Sacramento         
California, they played a style 
of punk that was too lucid to be 
shoegaze, too clever to be pop-
punk, and too catchy to be      
indie. The band’s infectious 
tunes soon caught the attention 
of K Records label owner,     
Calvin Johnson, who would 
release the foursome’s lone    
album just months before they 
disbanded in 1993. 
 Songs “You & Me” and 
“Supreme Nothing” when 
heard in the background of 
Cruel Summer instantly sound 
familiar, yet you just cannot 
quite put your thumb on where 
you have heard the addictive 

tunage. Rightfully so, as Tiger Trap have become one of those                
quasi-seminal bands that has gone on to influence anyone and everyone in 
the independent music scene. 
 As show has progressed, so has its soundtrack. Usually in the form 
of covers, tunes from Bay Area punks Green Day, could be heard, albeit 
covered of course. But one massive surprise, much like the inclusion of 
Tiger Trap, was that of Mazzy Star. And what better tune to include than 
“Fade Into You” from their shoegaze masterpiece: So Tonight That I Might 
See. 
 Southern California garage-punkers The Muffs college radio hit 
“Everywhere I Go” can also be heard in the show. The song is taken from 
The Muffs’ self-titled debut album from 1993 that saw the band gain       
instant notoriety from punks, college intellectuals, and radio lovers a like. 
 Although Tiger Trap’s self-titled record is long out-of-print         
physically, you can still enjoy its twelve transmissible tunes on any and all 
streaming platforms. But do not blame us if that is all you listen to for the 
next month! 

By Staff 
 If you thought PepsiCo was finished making headlines after 
their collaboration with Peeps this past Easter, you are wrong. In 
fact, Pepsi is looking to kick off their summer sales by bringing 
back an underappreciated at the time, but now, cult favorite: Pepsi 
Blue. 
 Why is this so great? Well, only our parents know the true 
joy of Pepsi Blue as every student at Miller had yet to be born       
during the soda’s initial run from 2002 until it fizzed-out (see what I 
did there?) in 2004.  
 When Pepsi announced it was discontinuing Blue              
indefinitely, fans of the soda flocked to grocery and convenience 
stores and bought out the stock. People hunted down Pepsi           
machines as the company designated entire machines often to the 
blue delight, often traveling out of state to secure the blue gem. 
 But now, as of May 3, everyone can partake in the joy that 
berry flavored Pepsi Blue brings.  
 But there is a catch: Pepsi has stated that Blue is only      
available “as supplies last,” and no word on how much was          
produced. 


